Functional connectivity between brain regions is modulated by cognitive states or experimental conditions. 11 Such connectivity variations can be appreciated in covariance or correlation matrices obtained from fMRI data.
Introduction

33
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is the primary tool used to investigate how the brain (re)acts 34 under different mental states and the biological underpinnings of brain disorders. Most commonly, these state 35 or group-differences are investigated using generalized linear models (GLM) 3 to detect brain regions that 36 differentiate between experimental conditions. The GLM is for example the standard tool used to analyze task 37 fMRI data incorporating a temporal model for the induced brain activity 4 that allows obtaining a supervised 38 voxel-wise characterization of changes in the blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) response 3 . Yet, while 39 powerful and straightforward to interpret, the GLM has two crucial disadvantages. Foremost, while fMRI data 40 is multivariate in nature, the GLM is applied as a mass univariate approach (i.e., independently to each voxel in 41 the brain) and does not take into account interactions between different regional effects. Second, it ignores the 42 variance in the data by looking at single mean BOLD changes across conditions. To overcome these issues, one 43 can use multivariate models that allow studying the second order interactions between different brain areas 5,6 .
44
Although these models overcome some of the issues with univariate modelling, they are not specifically 45 tailored for state/group characterization. Further inclusion into models for state/group identification, i.e. 46 regression or classification, can provide strong discrimination but complicates the interpretation of the results.
Consequently, to improve interpretability of results obtained from analyzing multivariate fMRI data while 48 optimizing discrimination between two conditions or groups of fMRI time-series, it would be beneficial to use a 49 multivariate approach to extract brain patterns that maximize discriminative properties. To that end we 50 consider a model to extract Spatial Patterns for Discriminative Estimation (SP♠DE). SPADE is a covariance 51 based discriminative approach that provides optimal linear discriminative filters in terms of variance 1 . Although 52 the basics of the approach are commonly used in EEG-based brain-computer interfaces 2,7 , its application for 53 fMRI data is challenging since it requires a large number of observations to compute well-posed covariance 54 matrices. Nevertheless, we introduced preliminary results in 8 and further work has been done since then by 55 applying it to cohorts of neurodevelopmental disorders 9-12 . Recently we have also considered it to study the 56 effect of stress induction 13 . Although recent advances in data acquisition and large-scale data collection allow 57 collecting a large number of observations in relatively short time periods, this is not yet the standard, especially 58 in clinical acquisitions. To partially overcome this issue we expand the original methodology formulation 1 by 59 using a regularized version of the covariance matrices 14 and by embedding the process into a novel 60 permutation testing statistical approach for model order selection; note here that, according to 15 , the model 61 order selection step is of primary importance for the proper interpretation of the spatial maps associated with 62 the learned spatial filters.
63
Here, we make use of high-quality fMRI data from the Human Connectome Project (HCP) 16,17 to uncover and 64 evaluate the potential power of the method for discriminative estimation on fMRI data. We consider resting 65 state, motor, and working memory task fMRI data from 1063 subjects and demonstrate that we are able to 66 learn low-dimensional representations of the data that provide close to perfect discrimination between the 67 different mental states. The availability of these simple and well-known tasks allows to validate that the 68 learned filters are robust and specific to brain areas well-known to be involved during their respective 69 paradigms 15,18 , validating the spatial interpretation of the obtained results on fMRI data. Further, the highly 70 temporally sampled fMRI data of the HCP allows also considering the classification and spatial associations' 71 robustness as a function of the number of subjects and time points included. Herewith, we can identify the 72 scenarios in which the current approach is useful to address general questions using fMRI.
74
Methods
75
Dataset & preprocessing
76
In this work we use resting state and task fMRI data from the Human Connectome Project (HCP) 16, 17 . For each 77 subject, we consider the motor task (MT), the working memory task (WM), and the first of the two available 78 resting state sessions (RS). We use the HCP1200 release which includes data from 1200 subjects and only 79 consider data from subjects for whom all three data modalities (RS, MT and WM) were available resulting in a 80 total of 1063 subjects. In all cases we used the fully preprocessed data in MNI152 space as delivered in the 81 HCP1200 release. For the full preprocessing details we refer the reader to 19 .
82
Spatial Patterns for Discriminative Estimation (SP♠ DE)
83 SPADE indexes connectivity changes from two sets of fMRI data using the simultaneous diagonalization of two 84 covariance matrices (Fukunaga, 1990) ; full analytical details are provided in the supplementary material.
85
Although ideally one would like to compute full brain spatial covariance matrices, this is not computationally 86 achievable yet due to memory constraints, and a spatial dimensionality reduction must be performed in order 87 to apply the algorithm to fMRI data. For each subject and for each of the three considered fMRI data modalities 88 we performed a spatial dimensionality reduction into 165 regions of interest (ROI) from a functional 89 parcellation 20 by extracting the mean time-series across the voxels in each ROI. Each ROI time-series was then 90 independently demeaned and divided by its standard deviation before further processing.
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Then, considering such ROI time-series gathered under two different fMRI modalities (e.g., resting state versus 92 working memory task fMRI), we compute a regularized covariance matrix 14 per subject and condition and 93 average then across subjects to obtain a unique covariance matrix per modality; these two average covariance 94 matrices are then used to estimate their simultaneous diagonalization 1 . This results in a set of discriminative 95 linear spatial filters that optimally separate the two initial modalities in terms of variance. We address the 96 model order selection, i.e. the number of spatial filters selected to optimize discrimination, using permutation 97 testing. Briefly, we select the filters that explain significantly more variance for a given condition than the 98 variance obtained when randomizing the data across conditions. Full details are provided in the supplementary 99 material. An important feature of the SPADE model is that connectivity changes can be summarized for each 100 basis vector as a unique spatial map that provides a spatial weight for each ROI. This results in a 101 straightforward interpretation of the relevant changes in connectivity. Since the simultaneous diagonalization 102 assumes no implicit noise model, the estimated basis vectors cannot be directly interpreted back to the brain, 103 and the interpretable associated spatial maps are obtained using structural coefficients 15, 18 . Brief details are 104 provided in the supplementary material and for a more extensive explanation we refer the reader to 15 . Note 105 that since for a proper spatial interpretation the noise model is estimated from the selected relevant filters 15 , 106 the model order selection we introduce here is of most importance to obtain a proper interpretation of the 107 resulting spatial filters.
108
For the remainder of the paper we will denote the full process involving spatial dimensionality reduction of two 109 fMRI data modalities, spatial covariance regularization, simultaneous diagonalization, model order estimation 110 by permutation testing, and estimation of the associated interpretable spatial maps 15 as SPADE. To facilitate 111 the end use application of these tools to the community, a toolbox providing full automatized estimation will 112 be made publicly available through Git-Hub upon publication.
113
SPADE evaluations
114
We use the resting state (RS), motor task (MT) and working memory task (WM) fMRI data from the HCP sample 115 and apply the introduced SPADE methodology to find brain connectivity differences between each pair of fMRI 116 modalities independently: RS vs MT, RS vs WM and MT vs WM. To quantify the quality of the learned filters we 117 perform a discriminative analysis to distinguish between fMRI modalities using a ten-fold cross validation 118 approach for each of the three scenarios (RS vs MT, RS vs WM and MT vs WM) independently. At each fold, 119 SPADE discriminative filters are learned from the covariance matrices of the two selected modalities using data 120 from 90% of the subjects and the number of filters is selected using permutation testing. Then we compute the 121 projection of these subjects' data into the newly learned basis, compute the logarithmic variance of the 
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In addition, we perform a secondary evaluation where we apply the SPADE model to a scenario previously 135 studied using a GLM analysis. Using the WM task data from the HCP sample, we compared the 0-back memory 136 task periods to the 2-back memory task periods at the group level using the SPADE approach. As with the 137 previous evaluations, in this case we also test the discrimination power using 10-fold cross-validation and 138 report the spatial maps associated to the top four spatial maps for comparison to the results presented in 22 .
139
Results
140
To illustrate the discriminative performance of the SPADE methodology, Figure 1 presents two-dimensional 141 representations of fMRI data obtained using the SPADE model. For each comparison between two fMRI 142 modalities, we plotted one random fold from the ten-fold-cross-validation used to evaluate discrimination and 143 divide the data into training and testing datasets. Note that by construction, the first and the last SPADE filters maximize variance for one class while minimizing it for the other one. Consequently, the discriminative power 145 of the algorithm usually comes from the combination of pairs of filters at both extremes of the eigen-spectrum.
146
In the first row we can appreciate, for each of the three comparisons, a very clear two-dimensional separation 147 between the training features obtained by combining the two extreme SPADE filters. The second row clearly 148 shows the generalization ability of the SPADE model on the test-set data. We observed that in all cases the 149 classification using uniquely one pair of filters (two-dimensional feature space) is very high, between 98.6% and 150 99.76% respectively; exact statistics are provided in the second column of Table 1 
231
Clearly more subjects and longer scanning sessions provide stronger discriminability as shown by a higher 232 accuracy and a lower standard deviation in these numerical experiments. However, we appreciate that in all 
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The numerical results presented in figure 3 are interesting when the goal of a study is to discriminate between 242 two groups. However, our main aim is to motivate SPADE as a tool that allows learning about the hidden brain 243 processes that drive changes on brain functional connectivity as a function of cognitive changes. In figure 4 
284
In addition to the previously described comparisons, we performed another validation of the model by 285
considering an analysis where we use the WM task fMRI data and compare the 2-back working memory task to 286 the 0-back working memory task. A common approach to this type of data is a traditional example of task fMRI 287 data analysis where conditions are compared by means of a GLM analysis, and the results of such analyses in 288 this same dataset have been previously reported in 22 . In this study, increased activation in the lateral-289 prefrontal and dorsal parietal cortex was associated with 2-back vs. 0-back working memory task differences.
290 Table 2 shows the classification of the 10-fold cross validation results for discrimination of the 0-back and the 291 2-back working memory tasks. We appreciate that a two-dimensional SPADE projection already provides a very 292 high accuracy to identify which level of memory loading the task required (2 nd column). Such low dimensional 293 representation already provides higher discrimination than the obtained using a SVM in full covariance space 294 (5 th column). Further, in this scenario the two main filters provide a discrimination accuracy very close to the 295 one obtained using all selected discriminant filters (3 rd and 4 th columns). 
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In Figure 6 we present a summary of the spatial maps learned using the SPADE model. The filter providing the 307 most variance for the 2-back task, i.e. filter 1, involves left thalamus and hippocampus, bilateral putamen and 308 caudate, temporal pole and language areas. The next filter providing most variance for the 2-back task, i.e.
309
filter 2, involves left thalamus, bilateral hippocampus, brainstem, cingulate and paracingulate gyrus, bilateral 310 inferior frontal gyrus and left inferior temporal gyrus. On the other side of the eigen-spectrum, the filter 311 maximizing variance for the 0-back task, i.e. filter 165, involves brainstem, cingulate gyrus, left thalamus, 312 frontal pole and temporal gyrus and the next strongest filter for the 0-back task, i.e. filter 164, includes bilateral 313 thalamus, brainstem, cingulate gyrus, frontal pole and motor cortex. Summarizing, the networks identified for 314 the 2-back task involve areas purely related to working memory task while the 0-back task involves areas more 315 related to the attention and salience network. This clearly reflects that the 2-back task involves stronger 316 memory processing than the 0-back case which involves sustained attention. 317 318 Figure 6 : Spatial maps obtained using SPADE to compare the 2-back against 0-back working memory fMRI task data. Left side: filters 1 and 319 2 show the filters maximizing variance for 2-back memory task. Right side: filters 164 and 165 show the filters maximizing variance for 0-320 back memory task.
321
In general these presented results show some overlap with 22 . More specifically, some areas of filters 1 and 2 322 are present in both analyses. However, SPADE also reveals additional discriminative areas not found by the 323 direct univariate analysis, including for example the striatum or the superior frontal gyrus.
325
Discussion
326
In this work we showed that we can achieve optimal linear filtering of fMRI data by applying an initial spatial 327 dimensionality reduction followed by simultaneous diagonalization of covariance matrices 1,2 . We used a 328 regularized version of the covariance matrices 14 , introduced a permutation strategy for model order selection, 329 i.e. how many spatial filters optimize discrimination, and we denote the fully developed model as SPADE
330
(Spatial Patterns for Discriminative Estimation). We validated the use of this strategy by using the high-quality 331 HCP data from 1063 subjects. The presented analyses illustrate the power of SPADE filters for discrimination of 332 fMRI data, and although accurate classification can be achieved also using (for example) an SVM in a high-333 dimensional space (full covariance space), the power of the presented model is the intuitive interpretation of 334 the results that are summarized as a small set of spatial maps that can be used to further develop our 335 understanding of brain function. Contrary to the SVM, SPADE provides simple features that discriminate 336 between the compared conditions and which we can easily visualize back to brain space. This is certainly a big 337 advantage with respect to discrimination in full covariance, correlation/partial correlation space where the 338 interacting factors between different spatial nodes make the interpretation more difficult.
339
Our analyses revealed a strong specificity of the spatial distribution of different fMRI modalities across the 340 three considered modalities (rest, motor and working memory). Each of the discriminative spatial maps 341 obtained through SPADE reflects brain areas well-known to be relevant for a particular modality, reflecting for 342 example that a stronger engagement of the DMN is recorded during rest than during task fMRI. In the working 343 memory tasks, filters reveal independent effects for the ventral-dorsal pathways; the sensory integration is 344 represented in one filter and the higher-order memory storage and utilization in another filter. Indeed, these 345 two pathways start by sending sensory information to the parietal and temporal areas, characterizing spatial 
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To show the performance of SPADE to discriminate even between relatively similar paradigms, we applied it to 368 compare 2-back working memory from 0-back working memory task fMRI data. We showed that the 2-back 369 task involves areas well known to be involved in working memory while the 0-back did not involve for example 370 the hippocampus, but instead, the identified networks involved areas related to the salient and attention 371 networks, as the frontal pole or the dorsal anterior cingulate gyrus. In comparing our results with those 372 presented in 22 , we note that our analysis point to connectivity changes between 2 and 0-back task at areas 373 known to be involved in working memory tasks that were not clearly identified using the GLM approach in 22 .
374
This is not a surprising result since both analyses are looking at different statistics in the data; while 22 reports 375 changes in the mean fMRI signal across conditions through a GLM analyses, the findings we report using SPADE 376 refer to changes in covariation between brain areas. Consequently, although the results are different, the 377 analysis we present here and that in 22 are not exclusive but rather complementary, with both having their 378 advantages and limitations: while for memory reasons we cannot yet compute the SPADE solutions at the full 379 brain, with a voxel-wise resolution, the computational load of performing the SPADE decomposition itself is 380 much lower than that of a typical GLM. As an example of the computational advantage of the SPADE model we 381 observe that after computing the ROI time-series for the 1063 subjects included in this study the computation 382 of the full SPADE spatial maps took less than two minutes using a standard laptop.
383
Although working full brain voxel-wise would be optimal, it is to date computationally intractable and our 384 choice of working in a parcellated full brain 20 could be replaced by working in a resting state network space or 385 even voxel-wise when restricted to an anatomical ROI that might be relevant for a particular investigation. Here 386 we considered a parcellated full brain for ease of results interpretation and visual validation. Further, since the 387 simultaneous diagonalization introduced by 1 can be used for any pair of symmetric positive definite matrices, 388 and given the growing neuroimaging interest in working with partial correlation matrices, we considered the 389 extension of the SPADE algorithm to partial correlation matrices and observe that it did not improve in 390 discrimination with respect to the original formulation. Nevertheless we believe that such an approach 391 warrants more thorough investigation in cases where the initial spatial dimensionality reduction results in more 392 highly correlated data, for example when using an ICA based strategy 5 or a small spatially continuous ROI; note 393 here that in these two scenarios, although the methodology is identical, the interpretation changes drastically 394 since the filters will relate to resting state networks directly or voxels being involved, respectively. An extra 395 flexibility of the presented model is the possibility of extension to multi-class versions by using combinations of 396 binary problems or with approximations to multiple simultaneous diagonalizations 34 . Another research 397 direction we are investigating for this model includes the study of subject-wise deviation from group functional 398 connectivity as a strategy to address normative modelling 35 on functional connectomes, or to get subject 399 dependent co-varying networks loadings that would allow SPADE to complement the GLM results at the single 400 subject level on task data. A final relevant line of research we consider is the non-trivial extension of SPADE to 401 full brain. Although this is challenging due to the high spatial resolution of fMRI data, and the strong spatial 402 correlation in the functional data, solving this limitation would make SPADE a very strong and specific model to 403 be applied in even more relevant scenarios, including voxel-wise task data analyses.
404
To conclude, the SPADE model is able to capture and summarize the brain nodes involved in network 
